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INT HALLWAY - DAY 1 - EVENING 

We are looking down the length of a comfortable, 
interior hallway of a middle class home. Wall 
mirror, patterned carpet and cheap original oils 
adorn the walls.  

At the far end is a CLOSED DOOR, under which LIGHT 
SPILLS into the hall, a suggestion of 
movement/shadow from inside breaking and 
interrupting its length. WE HEAR a commotion, raised 
voices. 

The door bursts open and seven year old TOMMY runs 
into shot heading for the stairs. Of slight build 
TOMMY is a nervous, highly strung lad and is wearing 
an old sweat shirt and jeans. Behind TOMMY comes 
BILL and his mother ANGELA. 

INT  BEDROOM - DAY 1 - EVENING 

TOMMY'S bedroom is a large angled room, with sloping 
walls and a large WALK-IN CUPBOARD. A large poster 
of the MOON dominates the room along with other 
images of space. 

The only light comes from a streetlight outside his 
open window, from the gap under the door and from 
the window above the door which projects light from 
the landing onto the ceiling. A large WOODEN CHEST 
in front of the window acts as a window seat. TOMMY 
stands with his back against the door in the gloom 
of his darkened bedroom. 

Muffled sounds of raised voices come from 
downstairs. 

ANGELA (O.S.) 
(Shouts) TOMMY! (To Bill) What is it 
with you two? Look, for goodness 
sake he's only seven. 

BILL (O.S.) 
You're just taking his side again. 

ANGELA (O.S.) 
What do you expect me to do? You're 
always picking on him. 

BILL (O.S.) 
And you're too soft, you let him get 
away with everything. 
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FLASHBACK - MOMENTS EARLIER - HALLWAY 

TOMMY bounds onto the first step and he is grabbed 
from behind by BILL. Mid to late thirties, BILL is a 
man with strong opinions and a loud verbal manner. 
TOMMY struggles to escape BILL'S grasp. 

INT  BEDROOM - DAY 1 - EVENING (CONTINUOUS) 

TOMMY walks across his bedroom towards the window 
seat, picking up his TORCH on the way. The sounds of 
the muffled arguement continues downstairs. 

ANGELA (O.S.) 
Every single night, every night it's 
the same. 

BILL (O.S.) 
If I haven't got enough with you on 
my back. 

ANGELA (O.S.) 
He is a child, if he says something 
just ignore it. 

FLASHBACK - MOMENTS EARLIER - HALLWAY 

TOMMY struggles free of BILL and turns to face him. 

INT BEDROOM - DAY 1 - EVENING (CONTINUOUS) 

The muffled sounds of the arguement continues to 
filter up the stairs from downstairs. TOMMY sits on 
the window seat, Moths flutter around the street 
lamp outside his window. 

BILL (O.S.) 
He's going to tear us apart Angela, 
think about it. 

ANGELA (O.S.) 
Don't put this on me again. I'm just 
sick of both of you just getting at 
each other all the time. 
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FLASHBACK - MOMENTS EARLIER - HALLWAY 

TOMMY (SHOUTS) 
YOU'RE NOT MY DAD. LEAVE ME AND MY 
MUM ALONE. 

TOMMY turns and sprints up the rest of the stairs. 

ANGELA (SHOUTS) 
TOMMY! 

INT BEDROOM - DAY 1 - EVENING (CONTINUOUS) 

WE SEE the approaching/growing shadow of a figure in 
the gap under the door. A light TAP on the door and 
it opens slowly. ANGELA enters, sits next to him on 
the window seat. 

TOMMY 
I wish he'd go away. 

She places a comforting arm around him, takes the 
torch and switches it off. 

ANGELA 
It's just... you know, you've just 
got to get to know each other. 

TOMMY 
I don't like him and he doesn't like 
me. I wish I was dead like my Dad. 

She hugs him close, shakes her head and smiles a 
thin smile. 

ANGELA 
Tommy, listen to me, don't say that. 
You mustn't ever say that. I mean, 
you mean everything to me, you know 
that don't you? 

The door opens again and BILL stands silhouetted in 
the doorway, TOMMY and ANGELA look over at him. BILL 
turns on the room light; he looks at them both and 
is about to speak but ANGELA shakes her head at him. 

ANGELA (CONT'D) 
Not now. 

As BILL and TOMMY stare at each other a LARGE MOTH 
flitters around the bedroom light. It catches 
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TOMMY'S attention and he watches it flit against the 
shade again and again in wide sweeping arcs.  

BILL notices the moth, rolls up a magazine and SWATS 
the moth which lands in TOMMY'S open palm.  

TOMMY looks down shocked, then at BILL and ANGELA. 

ANGELA (CONT'D) 
Ugh, ugh, that's horrible.  

TOMMY just stares at it. 

BILL 
Here, give it to me. 

BILL takes the moth out of TOMMY'S hand and flicks 
it out of the open window. 

BILL (CONT'D) 
If you'd keep your window shut they 
wouldn't get inside. 

TOMMY looks around at the window and the STREET 
LIGHT outside. 

BILL (CONT'D) 
They're attracted to the light. 

A MOTH can be seen through the window flying around 
the streetlight. 

TOMMY turns back and he exchanges a look with BILL. 
The look is held, it becomes uncomfortable. 

BILL (CONT'D) 
How about I take you to a football 
match on Saturday? 

TOMMY 
I don't like football. 

BILL is about to speak. 

ANGELA (WHISPERS) 
Just leave it. 

BILL sighs, turns and exits the room, almost banging 
the door behind him. ANGELA tussles TOMMY'S hair. 

ANGELA (CONT'D) 
Right you, come on, time for bed. 
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ANGELA helps TOMMY to undress, pulling his t-shirt 
over his head. TOMMY looks down and stares at the 
palm of his hand.  

On his hand is the DARK POWDERY DUST from the moth, 
a PERFECT OUTLINE of where the creature had landed.  
ANGELA takes his hand and lifts it closer to their 
faces. 

ANGELA (CONT'D) 
Oh, look at that. 

TOMMY looks at his palm, he looks a bit nervous. 

TOMMY 
What is it? 

ANGELA 
It's magic dust. 

He looks at her, suspicious. 

ANGELA (CONT'D) 
It is, it's magic dust. It's what 
helps the moths to fly. 

He looks down at his palm then out at the 
streetlight. 

EXT  STREET - DAY 3 - NIGHT 

MOTHS fly awkwardly around the bright orange glow 
from the STREET LIGHT. In the background we can see 
TOMMY looking out and watching the moths from his 
BEDROOM WINDOW. 

INT  BEDROOM - DAY 1 - NIGHT 

ANGELA 
Tommy, come on. 

TOMMY climbs into bed and ANGELA tucks him in. She 
pinches his nose playfully. 

ANGELA (CONT'D) 
I've got your nose. 

TOMMY 
I've got yours. 
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She tickles him and they both giggle. She hands him 
his torch. 

ANGELA 
Now listen you, I want you to go 
straight to sleep. OK? 

She kisses him. 

ANGELA (CONT'D) 
Night, night, see you tomorrow. 

She exits and closes the bedroom door behind her. 
TOMMY watches he go. He turns to look across at the 
window once more. He shines his TORCH at the moths 
flitting around the street lamp.  

He finally settles with the lens resting against his 
cheek and pointing the beam back across his face. He 
flicks the light on and off, each time his features 
momentarily light up like a curious, strange and 
somewhat unsettling mask. Finally he rests the torch 
on his bedside table; he arranges it so that it 
casts its light across his pillow. He then settles 
down to sleep, content in the comforting beam from 
the torch. 

FADE OUT 

INT  BEDROOM - DAY 2 - EVENING 

FADE IN: TOMMY'S ROOM, it is early evening and WE 
HEAR the stomp of an energetic lad running up the 
stairs. 

The door swings open and TOMMY rushes in, he is 
wearing his school uniform, clearly out of breath 
but excited. He removes his SATCHEL and BLAZER, 
which he drops on the floor.  

ANGELA (V.O.) 
Tommy, don't leave your uniform 
lying on the floor. Can you put it 
away neatly please! 

TOMMY up-ends the contents of his satchel onto his 
bedroom floor, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, INTERNET PRINTOUTS.  

TOMMY spreads the items out and rifles through them 
energetically and we see that they are all to do 
with MOTHS, moths of every shape and size.  
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He looks at the drawings and flicks through the 
pages, the rustling not unlike the flapping of 
wings.  

The door swings open again and BILL enters. 

BILL 
What you up to? 

TOMMY 
Homework. 

TOMMY uses his body to obscure their view of the 
books. ANGELA enters the room. 

ANGELA 
Leave him Bill. Come on, he's only 
just got in. 

ANGELA steers BILL away from the room and closes the 
door. The voices outside become a little more 
heated. 

BILL (O.S.) 
What was all that about? 

ANGELA (O.S.) 
You know what it was all about. 

BILL (O.S.) 
I'm not making any trouble. 

ANGELA (O.S.) 
Oh Bill please! I didn't say you 
were making any trouble. 

BILL (O.S.) 
I'm just trying to be nice! 

TOMMY turns to look at the shadows moving around in 
the light that spills in under his bedroom door. 

ANGELA (O.S.) 
I know you're trying to be... 
Listen, listen, what I'm trying to 
say to you is that Tommy's only just 
got in from school. You know, just 
give him a bit of time to himself. 

TOMMY sighs then crosses and stuffs his discarded 
blazer under the door to further muffle the voices. 
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BILL (O.S.) 
You said take an interest in Tommy. 

ANGELA (O.S.) 
Oh Bill. 

BILL (O.S.) 
I was taking an interest in Tommy, 
he's doing his homework for Christ's 
sake. I'm trying to help him. (BEAT) 
Do y'know, I feel like a lodger 
sometimes. I really do... 

ANGELA (O.S.) 
Oh don't start this again. 

TOMMY looks up through the window above his door as 
the SHADOWS dance across the landing ceiling. 

BILL (O.S.) 
...this is getting ridiculous. You 
take his side all the time. 

ANGELA (O.S.) 
Fine, fine. Well let’s just stop 
talking about it. 

BILL (O.S.) 
He'll tear us apart, Angela. Think 
about it. 

FADE OUT 

INT BEDROOM - DAY 3 - EVENING 

FADE IN: In a series of cuts we follow TOMMY as he 
plans and builds some kind of contraption. He draws, 
on a large sheet of paper on his floor, a diagram of 
some kind. It's quite elaborate with thick black 
lines, words, numbers and scrawls across it. He 
builds it using a JAR, an ANGLE POISE LAMP and a 
piece of CARD, which he cuts and bends into a cone 
shape. 

FADE OUT 

INT  BEDROOM - DAY 4 - NIGHT 

FADE IN: TOMMY is asleep. A LIGHT SOURCE close to 
his face throws a glow across his sleeping features.  
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Then, after a few moments a shadow starts to dance 
across his face and we hear a low sound, something 
flitting against something. TOMMY stirs, turns his 
face to the source and opens his eyes where he/we 
see:  

TOMMY has constructed a MOTH TRAP using the ANGLE 
POISE LAMP, SWEET JAR and CARD. Inside it is a MOTH, 
which is trying to escape.  

TOMMY stares at the creature, mesmerised by its 
ceaseless motion. 

FADE OUT. 

EXT  STREET / BEDROOM WINDOW - DAY 5 - NIGHT 

FADE IN: MOTHS are flitting and colliding with the 
streetlight. We stay with them for a few seconds 
when WHOOSH! a NET swings through the air and 
captures one of them, but so quickly we cannot be 
sure what it is we have seen.  

The space is empty for only a second before another 
MOTH flickers into sight.  

We pull back a little wider.  

WHOOSH the NET ON THE END OF A POLE again swings in 
a wide carefully aimed arc capturing another moth 
before pulling back.  

This time we follow the NET as, it is retrieved by 
TOMMY, into the darkened bedroom. 

INT  BEDROOM - DAY 5 - NIGHT 

TOMMY pulls the NET carefully into the bedroom and 
examines it. He has caught a couple of MOTHS. We 
also see that his MOTH TRAP is full of MOTHS, all 
agitated.  

He carefully adds his latest captives to an old 
sweet jar. He looks around his room, there are many 
jars, all full of moths, scattered all around the 
place. He smiles to himself then looks over at his 
WALK-IN CUPBOARD in the far corner of his room and 
slowly edges towards it. 

FADE OUT. 
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INT  HALLWAY / KITCHEN - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

FADE IN: The hallway is empty, but WE CAN HEAR 
VOICES coming from the closed kitchen door which we 
are facing down the hallway. We hear the muffled 
sounds of TOMMY, ANGELA and BILL arguing again.  

THE KITCHEN DOOR suddenly swings open and TOMMY 
comes running screaming out down the hall, pulling 
his clothes from him as we TRACK FORWARD to the open 
doorway where BILL stands calling after him. 

BILL 
Would you listen to me for once in 
your life please? 

ANGELA pulls him back into the kitchen; he turns to 
her furious and frustrated. 

BILL (CONT'D) 
What do I have to do? Where am I 
going wrong? Someone tell me please? 

She grips his arms and faces him. 

ANGELA 
He has to need you. Stop trying so 
hard. 

He looks at her, shakes his head then looks down the 
empty hallway. 

BILL 
I can't. I don't want to lose you 
both. 

She hugs him and looks down the hallway in the 
direction of the stairs. THEY/WE HEAR first the 
sound of running water then a LOUD SPLASHING AND 
THRASHING sound.  

They look at each other, then ANGELA slowly walks to 
the stairs followed by BILL. Items of TOMMY'S 
clothing have been scattered and discarded up the 
stairs, she picks them up. 

ANGELA 
Tommy? 

Halfway up the stairs the SOUND of the bathroom door 
opening. A BLAST of LIGHT and we get a glimpse of a 
SOAKING WET TOMMY in shorts running into his room. 
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The door slams shut behind him and then the SOUND of 
his door locking. 

ANGELA (CONT'D) 
Tommy! 

INT  BEDROOM - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

The room is dimly lit, light filtering in from the 
streetlight is the only illumination as TOMMY stands 
facing the CUPBOARD, SOAKING WET. There is a FAINT 
RUSTLING SOUND. 

On the floor in front of him are a collection of 
ANGLE POISE LAMPS and BEDSIDE LAMPS. He switches 
them all on, their lights casting bright glaring 
light over his glistening body. 

INT  LANDING - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

ANGELA and BILL run up the last few steps. TOMMY’S 
door is locked and ANGELA pounds on it, BILL behind 
her. 

ANGELA 
Tommy! 

INT  BEDROOM - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

Tommy faces the cupboard; the RUSTLING SOUND is 
getting louder and louder. 

INT  LANDING - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

ANGELA bangs more urgently on the bedroom door. 

ANGELA 
Tommy, come on what are you doing in 
there? 

INT  BEDROOM - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

The cupboard doors shake and rattle as the RUSTLING 
SOUND becomes unbearably loud. 
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INT  LANDING - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

ANGELA 
Tommy, come on! 

INT  BEDROOM - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

The cupboard doors shake more violently and then... 

The RUSTLING STOPS. 

INT  LANDING - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

ANGELA and BILL still pound on the locked door. 

ANGELA 
Come on, let us in. Tommy. 

BILL 
Tommy! 

INT  BEDROOM - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

The cupboard doors seem to BURST OPEN of their own 
accord as suddenly, startlingly, seemingly THOUSANDS 
of MOTHS erupt from the cupboard and stick to his 
body, attracted by the light. 

TOMMY holds his arms outstretched and is soon 
covered by the swirling mass of moths and their 
powder. Thousands of other moths fly around/swirl 
around the room. 

EXT  LANDING - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

ANGELA and BILL can hear the strange, ominous, 
RUSTLING, FLITTING, FLAPPING sound from within. They 
look up at the window above Tommy's Bedroom door. 
They see many MOTHS flitting against the window and 
the bedroom ceiling. ANGELA turns to BILL, she is 
suddenly afraid. 

ANGELA (WHISPERS) 
Bill. 

BILL moves her to one side and grabs the handle, 
shifting his weight ready to lunge against the door. 
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BILL 
Tommy! 

CUT TO: 

INT  BEDROOM - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

THE DOOR comes crashing open as BILL is propelled 
into the room quickly followed by ANGELA. She/he 
sees: A room full of THOUSANDS of MOTHS. 

BILL sees and suddenly makes a surge for the window. 

We CUT TO TOMMY who is crouched on the open window 
sill and looking back at them.  

He is unrecognisable, completely covered as he is 
with DEAD MOTHS and the POWDER from countless 
others. 

TOMMY 
It's alright. It's magic. 

BILL 
NO! 
 

TOMMY turns, stretches/opens out his arms and leaps 
from the open window. 

ANGELA and BILL make a desperate lunge towards the 
window. 

ANGELA (SCREAMING) 
TOMMY! 

EXT  WINDOW / STREET - DAY 6 - NIGHT 

TOMMY comes hurling from the window, his arms 
outstretched. WE HEAR the SCREAMS of ANGELA and BILL 
over the shot.  

Time and motion slow and almost stop as TOMMY 
appears to pause and hang in space as we slowly... 

WHITE OUT. 

SILENCE. 
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We stay white for a short time, then from silence we 
hear sounds, distant and indistinct, could be a slow 
heartbeat or a voice and some kind of motion. 

We FADE IN from white to a CLOSE UP on TOMMY'S 
UNBLINKING OPEN EYE filling the screen. We slowly 
start to zoom in on TOMMY'S eye. 

The volume increases and another voice, ANGELA'S 
grows in volume and in rising panic. 

ANGELA (V.O.) 
Oh Bill, why isn't he moving? Why 
isn't he moving? Just get an 
ambulance; for God's sake come on. 

BILL 
It's gonna be alright, it's gonna be 
alright. It's gonna be alright, 
they'll know what to do. 
 

The PUPIL is DILATING and in the expanding blackness 
of the unblinking eye there is something else which 
draws us in. 

ANGELA moans a long awful moan. 

We slowly start to move down and into the dilated 
eye of TOMMY. Out of focus and indistinct is a BLUR 
of LIGHT, a strip that is a reflection of the STREET 
LIGHT far above. As the STREET LIGHT pulls into 
focus we see that there is something flitting around 
the light, it is a MOTH.  

We hear a whisper on the breeze, a child's voice, 
TOMMY'S voice, a final voice. 

TOMMY 
Dad. 

As the whisper fades the MOTH lingers a few moments 
more then flies out of frame and we FADE OUT. 
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